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“

BoomBaby is a community-driven,
decentralized token with automatic
rewards for all hodlers.
Renounced, locked & on a mission.
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Introduction
$BOOMB is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain network. The
contract was published on June 7th at 10:06 AM +UTC.
BoomBaby is a community-driven token which aims to be a community
for new investors and long term hodlers.
Disclaimer:
The information provided in this whitepaper is in no way a complete
analysis on market trends and purchases and does not intend to create
contractual obligations in any explicit or implicit manner.
The sole purpose of this whitepaper is to provide initial information for
the BoomBaby token launch.

We are aiming for creating a wide community where
investors can learn about crypto - away from CEX.

Launch destribution
The initial launch will have 90% of total supply added to Uniswap and
this liquidity will be locked. 10% will be transfered to a marketing
wallet.
These funds will be used for exchanges, marketing, influencers etc. As
much as possible these fund will be traded of the exchange by making
custom agreements with new investors.
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BoomBaby project
BoomBaby.io aims to be a leading platform for different crypto
applications. The main focus is to provide a strong foundations for
future development of the project. While this is a true community
owned token the initial API development will be created by
BoomBabyDev.
The contract has been published and liquidity will be added to the
Uniswap exchange. The liquidity will be locked on Unicrypt.network for
100 years.
We aspire to be a multi tool platform for crypto traders and new
investors, while providing tools for developers to easily support the
project on a long term basis.
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Team
The creator is among you all. He created the contract and launched
it. Locked the liquidity and have bought back in on the same terms as
everyone else.

The develepor
@BoomBabyDev
+10 years of experience in coding, company
growth and startups.
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Roadmap
This roadmap is purely an indication of the initial pipeline. The community
is free to engage in any desired projects around the BoomBaby core.
Exchanges and influencer will always be a priority but focused in periods.

Launch and establishment
Q3 2021

The core functionally and base will be
created to secure strong fundementals for
future growth: Wiki, forums, charts and
auction.

API development
Q4 2021

The REST API development for easy
integration with the BOOMB platforms and
further application development.

Exchanges and influencers
Q1 2022

Direct exchange and influencer targeting
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Apps to come
BOOMB Wiki
Knowledge base
Estimated in June

BOOMB Forums
Community discussions
Estimated in June

BOOMB Charts
Charting tool
Estimated in June

BOOMB Auction
NFT auction platform
Estimated in June
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Tokenomics
Auto liquidity to Uniswap pool

4%
Redistribution to holders

4%
Burn supply on transactions

4%
Maximum transaction size

0.05%
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Final notes
So many projects enters the markets as community-driven and yet
there’s always some owner that sets the rule for marketing and
guidelines of branding. We want to encourage each individual investor
to participate as owners and not just holder.

Telegram
https://t.me/BoomBabyio
Twitter
https://twitter.com/BoomBabyio
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/BoomBabyio-110824007891580
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/boombaby.io/
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjlGSew_Y0Mxz-iOymv_NMA
Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/BoomBabyio/

Some social links will be updated once we reach the requirements for custom urls.
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